are propagated as the state changes, and are updated when new measurements become available. Some distributed-sensing applications make it necessary to
of the observers to maximize the information gained about . . .~~~~~~Assume that each observer is mobile, controllable and the boundary's shape and position. To this end, we repre-able to observe local information around some region of the sent boundary uncertainty by a particle filter where each parevolving boundary. An optimal dispatch algorithm must contidle is a binary indicator function. This makes our dispatch sider the change of the boundary, the time and energy cost algorithms applicable to arbitrary boundary representations o r fromwhic indcatr fuctios ca becom ted,incldin of reallocations, and the distribution of the observers to maxp i imize the benefit of their measurements. Such a problem is level sets and polygonal approximations. We demonstrate . . the benefits of optimal dispatch on both synthetic and real ntrlyadesdi eiintertcfaeok data. These benefits are most apparent when the observers
To this end, we formulate dispatch as a utility optimizadare. spasereelativeto theboundappary e.t whentheobserver tion problem for which we propose a real-time algorithm. Our method can work in concert with any boundary tracking algorithm based on particle filters, regardless of the curve rep-1. INTRODUCTION resentation used by the latter. For instance, boundaries can be represented as splines or level sets of functions [4, 2] . The increasing availability of new sensor types and of senWe obtain this generality by introducing a new, probabilissor networks yields new opportunities and challenges in dis-tic boundary indicator function that captures the spatial astributed sensing. Often sensors are few and expensive, and pects of boundary uncertainty that are relevant to the dispatch need to be carried to appropriate, usually changing locations.
problem. Our experiments on synthetic and real data sets For instance, air temperature, atmospheric pressure, cloud pat-show that our dispatch method yields a more balanced obterns, or wind speeds can be tracked by sensors on high-flying server placement and lower overall boundary uncertainty in balloons. Water currents, temperatures, or pollution levels are comparison with a random dispatch strategy, even if the latter recorded over vast areas by vessels or movable buoys. Oil is guided by the current best estimate of the boundary. spills or fires are often monitored by airplanes with cameras.
In the next section, we briefly review previous work. SecApplications like these can be abstracted into a complex, tion 3 introduces the boundary representation. Section 4 inplane boundary, whose shape and topology (the boundary's troduces the dispatch algorithm and its analysis. Section 5 state for short) changes constantly, tracked by a small num-presents experimental results, and Section 6 concludes with a ber of moving observers. The complexity of the set of possummary and plans for future work. sible boundaries suggests using particle filters [1, 2] to track and refine the state of evolving objects from sparse measurements. These filters maintain a random sample (a set of par-2. PREVIOUS WORK tidles) drawn from the probability distribution that represents the current knowledge about the boundary's state. Particles Particlefilters [3, 5] have been used in the context of bound_____________________~~~~~~ary tracking mainly in the area of active contours [6, 7] . These This research was partially funded under NSF grant IIS-0534897.
approaches capture the uncertain position of a boundary at time t by a probability distribution represented by a random 3. INDICATOR FUNCTIONS FOR BOUNDARIES sample of boundaries (particles). Each boundary in the sample is represented explicitly, e.g. with splines [4] and propaGiven a boundary B on the plane, define an indicator function gated forwards in time through an assumed, uncertain motion b(x) : R2 -> {O, 1 } as: model. Measurements update the particles by weighing each of them by its posterior probability given the measurements.
b(x) | 1 ifx inside the boundary, Resampling then draws new particles from the posterior to be L 0 otherwise. ready for a new step of propagation. This cycle is analogous When B is uncertain, let b be a random indicator function to the estimation loop of a Kalman filter [8] , but maintains whose realizations could be any boundary indicator on the a sample-based representation of the distribution rather than plane, and let p(b) be a probability density function over the a Gaussian one. Recently, the approach of "level-set curve ' . .~~~~~~spaceof all possible indicator functions. The mean of b is particles" was proposed [2] where each boundary particle is denoted as represented by a level set function, instead of a spline. This approach is based on the notion of "adding" two boundary p curves by adding the level set functions that represent them.
(1) This insight leads to a superposition effect that lets one track i1 exponential number of boundary particles at linear cost in the The p.d.f. p(b) in (1) is to be understood in a very abstract framework of a particle filter and makes a combination of sense, as b iS a point in the space of all boundary indicalevel sets and particle filters computationally affordable.
tor functions. Concretely, p(b) can be represented approximately by a random sample of weighted particles {bi, wi } pl
The problem of sensor placement has been studied reof some parametric form. Each particle bi is an indicator funccently by the community of robotics and machine learning tion for a sample boundary Bi and wi is the weight of this [9, 10, 11] . Guestrin et al. [9] proposed a mutual informa-particle with the normalization constraint that =iP wi = 1. tion criterion to place sensors based on a Gaussian process Then the mean of b can be approximated by the sample mean. model (GP). Instead of maximizing the joint entropy of the Given any point x on the plane, the variance of the indicator Gaussian unknown variables inside "sensing area", they maxrandom variable b(x) is denoted as the following function: imize the mutual information between the unknown variables p in the sensing area and those in the rest of the space. The key
]2wJi assumptions are that the prior (before-observation) and poste-. bi rior (post-observation) distributions of the unknown variables (2) both have the form of a Gaussian process which has a fixed When the boundary is evolving and deforming over time, the kernel function and further implicitly that the observations are random indicator function for the boundary 5(t) at time t is "perfect" (noise-free). Schwager et al. [10] proposed a con-denoted by b(t). A particle set {bit), w (t) }p 1 is then used trol strategy for mobile robots to optimize the measurement to represent the probability distribution of the boundary 5(t). of sensory information. The target function is based on an For each time step t, define the variance function v(t) (x) of unreliability function of observer measurements and a scalar the indicator random variable b(t) (x) as in (2). sensory function that indicates the relative importance of difThe above discussion is not rigorous in that the boundary ferent areas in the region. They use the centroidal Voronoi space is infinite-dimensional and we have not specified an unDiagrams [12] to distribute the sensors simultaneously.
derlying measure. However, we can avoid these technicalities since in practice, the region of the plane of interest can be However, the existing particle filter techniques for track-discretized into N grid points, so that each indicator function However,~~~~~~~~~~~bt the ishntransormetoteaehlqe binar vectk-b( fsieN n ing dynamic boundaries do not address the issue of optimal i (x) is transformed to a binary vector iof size N and observer placement. Conversely, current sensor placement the function v(t) (x) becomes a vector v(t) of size N. work does not accommodate moving boundaries. Our proTo summarize, a probability density function p(b) for the posed dispatch algorithm is based on known techniques in random indicator function b of a dynamic boundary at time location optimization, modified to apply to a different target t can be approximately represented by a particle set x(t) function, and to include a specific account of the geometry of {b(t), ( on a discretized plane. The sample mean (1) the boundary being tracked without any distribution assumpand variance (2) are a first order summary of the density. tions. This requires devising a general boundary representation that simultaneously captures the aspects of boundary un-4. DISPATCH PROBLEM certainty that are relevant to tracking and can interface with whatever boundary encoding is used in the tracker of choice.
Based on the above representation of the boundary, we formuThis new representation is described next.
late observer dispatch as the problem of maximizing expected utility of the observer placements. We solve this problem usGiven a probability distribution p(b) and an estimate of ing centroidal Voronoi diagrams. We also consider some of the boundary b, the expected loss function is: the constraints that arise in real applications.
As mentioned earlier, a particle filter works in three steps:
The optimal decision-theoretic estimate of the boundary given propagation, update and resampling. In addition, we assume p(b) is that there are M mobile and controllable observers each of b argmin L(p(b), b). (7) which gathers some local information around its own locab tion. To exploit the resulting freedom to choose where to For a given dispatch choice Z, the expected utility is defined take the measurements at each time step t, we insert a new step called dispatch between propagation and update to redistribute the mobile observers for the new measurements. Now
the particle filter has four steps: propagation, dispatch, update Lz and resampling.
where p(b) z denotes the conditional probability distribution on the observer placement Z and b* means the best estimate 4.2. Observer Model given p(b)lz.
Our observer model includes two aspects: how each observer
To maximize the utility function in (8), the best choice of works, and how different observers interact. The first aspect the placement would be specifies the probability that an observer at z can observe a point x, that is, determine whether it is inside or outside the Z Z z boundary:
The second equality holds because the loss function value
L(p(b), b*) before dispatch is fixed.
To reflect decreasing acuity with distance, the function f is Computing Z* for b C {O, 1}N for general p and f is assumed to decrease as the Euclidean distance d(x, z) be-an exponential computation. However, if we relax the range 
be the location of the observer nearest to x. Then equation (3) x can be rewritten as follows in the multi-observer case:
where v Z (x) is the posterior variance of the point x after the (12) 3. If the new set of points meet a convergence criterion, m=1 m terminate; otherwise, go to step 1. Here, Cm denotes the cell of point Zm in the Voronoi diagram of the observer locations Z1:M-This is because each f (X, Z(X)) only depends on the observer nearest to x. Find-convergence criterion depends on the specific application. It ing a set of Zm that minimizes the target function value F is is easy to show that the function value of F decreases during an unconstrained optimization problem. The grid-discretized each iteration, but there is no guarantee that it will converge form of (12) distance; (c) Mobility constraints, e.g. each observer might the form of a centroidal Voronoi diagram computation [12] . onybalwetomvinaoclra.Sediisad To tis ed, w chose (x,z (x) = ance values as expected.
Synthetic Test
A(x) result in different outputs by the proposed dispatch We apply the proposed dispatch strategy in tracking dynamic g(x) can result in different outputs by the proposed dispatch planar boundaries in a synthetic data set. The ground truth algorithm.
is a 30 frame sequence of moving and deforming 2D boundIn Fig. l(a) , the black dots denote the initial positions of aries. These are created by taking level sets of mixture of 2D the observers and the dotted lines display the Voronoi dia-Gaussian functions. The motion model is derived from the gram. As for v(x), three different cases are tested: (i) uni-difference between the ground truth boundaries at consecuform. All the points have the same value of v(x). The dis-tive time steps by an optical flow method [14] . The grid size patch result is shown in Fig. l(b) . The red pentagrams are is 50 x 50 and the total number of grid points is N = 2500. the new positions of the observers and the red lines display
The initial particle set is generated by different Gaussian the corresponding Voronoi diagram. The blue dotted line de-perturbations based on the ground truth of the first frame. The notes the travel path of each observer; (ii) Gaussian. v(x) total number of particles is P = 80. We test the tracking decreases from the center to the edges (See Fig. l(e) ). The algorithm [2] with the proposed dispatch strategy for different dispatch result is shown in Fig. 1(c) . The observers are clus-number of measurements M and different observation range tered in the center of the plane where the predicted variance R. Accuracy is measured by the error rate defined as the ratio function value is higher. Therefore the target function F is of the total symmetric differences between the tracking results minimized; (iii) crater. Suppose the boundary under trackand the ground truth over the total area enclosed by the ground ing is a circle and the predicted variance function is like a truth boundaries from all frames. Specifically, it is defined as crater of a volcano (See Fig. 1(f) ), which means the variance is higher if the point is closer to the circle. Fig. 1(d Fig. 2 where (a) the motion model for January, we compare the data in Janshows how the variance-based optimal dispatch strategy real-uary and February in every year and find a motion model by locate the observers to the area corresponding to high value of the optical flow method [14] , and then take the average of the v(x) and (b) shows how the random dispatch strategy works motion models over the ten years (Fig. 5). with the same probability distribution of the boundary. Based
We started tracking from January 2000 and ended in Deonly on the tracking result at last time step, the random strat-cember 2000. The particle set was initialized by small per- it to a random dispatch strategy with same initialization and U 0. 3 -random observation resources for both synthetic data and real data. 
